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Try to understand the power of
suffixes to upgrade our vocabulary.
-cracy: ruling system
democracy: a ruling system where people rule.
aristocracy: a ruling system where noble people rule.
autocracy: a ruling system where individuals are vested 
with the whole power.
gerontocracy: a ruling system where old people rule.

ii. Euphemism
It is the art of presenting an unpleasant matter in a pleas-
ant way. 
‘senior citizen’ is an euphemistic expression for an ‘old 
man’.
‘wash room/powder room/wash room’ for toilet.
‘departed’ for dead.

iii. Idioms
1. ‘eat humble pie’  - If you eat humble pie, you speak 

or behave in a way which tells people that you admit 
you were wrong about something. 

 They had to eat humble pie when the rumours they 
were spreading were proved false.

2. ‘face the music’ – to accept unpleasant consequences
 After several years of cheating his employer, the em-

bezzler finally had to face the music.

Dear Language lover,
Thank you very much for your overwhelming 

response to our first edition of ‘Gartien Tweet’.
Success Garten talks about the story of 

success. The word ‘success’ is really a personal feeling. 
At Success Garten, every step is taken to assure that 
success is felt by every Gartien! There must be a 
platform creation of ‘success’ first. Therefore, the 
family members of success such as ‘best’, ‘excellence’, 
‘perfection’ must be invited. Though these are the 
stage players, their back end counterparts such as 
hard work, discipline, honesty, punctuality, dedica-
tion and perseverance should not be ignored. Once 
these combinations are properly blended, definitely, 
everyone can taste success. 

When we connect the success factor in a 
foreign language called English, there must be 
sincere steps followed to have a mastery on this 
language. The four skills in this language must 
be properly understood in connection with their 
interdisciplinary roles. Speaking is connected with 
listening while writing is connected with reading. So, 
cultivating habits in each skill will have reflections in 
their corresponding complementary skills. Only by 
proper habits, one can conquer this language, there 
is no readymade recipe for it.

Coming back to the in house activities, 
Success Garten was fortunate to host the vacation 
programme for children after the covid pandemic 
crisis. It is exciting to note that due to the over-
whelming response from parents, we started two 
batches in ‘May’ itself.  Another blessing was the 
‘communicative English’ programme. As it is 
known, Success Garten has started its foundation 
on this programme. All the other language products 
have taken their shape only because of the strong 
grounding on communicative English programme.

Moving on to the success stories, all our 
three wings – Garten IELTS, Garten OET and 

Garten PTE have come up with stupendous results. 
Garten IELTS have got four overall 8 band scorers 
with minimum 7 band in each module, taking the 
total ‘Garten IELTS Ruby club’ to 115 members. Ten 
nurses have fulfilled their UK and Ireland dreams 
through IELTS during this period. Three candidates 
have got their Canadian migration requirement of 
8777 band. 85 students have achieved their study 
purpose requirement in the second quarter of 2022. 
Garten OET has been incredible in maintaining its 
consistent results in three health streams. All the 4 
medicos have achieved their individual B grade in 
first attempt itself so that Garten OET-Medicine has 
got 6 members so far. Garten OET –Pharma has also 
maintained its credibility by individual B grades for 
3 students. Garten PTE has been transformed with 
the new changes in PTE exam, and our students 
have proved their success rate by +70 scores.

Success Garten offers maximum habits in 
every module, so that the skill where one student 
lacks can be compensated. In this process, we must 
spend quality time to understand the concept. Don’t 
come here with short term goals. Since Success 
Garten operates under a deep passion for a language, 
it is very easy for anybody comes here with a real 
motive to be a part of its essence. So, we invite you 
to join this language feast which comes to you every 
Monday, sounds classy?
Linguistically yours,

Chintu M. Raju
MFSc (CIFT), MBA(UGC-NET), 

MA-Eng, PGDTM(XLRi), PGDTRM

MANIFESTO
Birth place : Thiruvambady
Birth year : 2010
Foundation day : April 23

Success Garten believes that the true potential in a human being can be brought 
out by focussing on the communicative aspects in a language especially the one 
which is accepted globally, and by creating such an environment, all Success 
Gartiens can experience an unparalleled linguistic journey which will be trans-
formative regardless of gender, caste, culture, heritage and the place of origin.

VISION STATEMENT :

i. Vocabulary enhancers

IELTS; OET; PTE;  
Communicative English; English mind
1. Garten IELTS - The most system-

atic and result oriented IELTS pro-
gramme in the market.

 The second quarter of 2022 has been 
remarkable for Success Garten in 
terms of incredible IELTS results. The 
overall 8 band club of Garten –IELTS 
has got 4 more members so that the 
total strength has reached 115.

  Garten Pearl : 8.5 club
 Garten Ruby : 8 club
 Garten Sapphire : 7.5 club
 Garten Emerald : 7 club
2. Garten OET -  The  programme 

which is crafted to the needs of 12 
health professionals blended in a 
genuine linguistic manner.

 Garten OET-Nursing
 18 Students achieving individual B 

grades. 
 8 students fulfilling their UK scores.

 4 students have managed to get their 
Ireland scores.

 Garten OET-Medicine
 4 medicos have achieved their dream 

score of individual B grades
 Garten OET-Pharma
 4 students have fulfilled their dream 

score of individual B grades in the re-
spective OET – pharma stream

3. Garten PTE ; The training pack is 
designed in such a way that the real 
human linguistic faculties are tuned 
for the technological challenges.

4. Anglo Garten : Language purpose 
reaches its zenith in the form of com-
municative English through words, 
sentences and studio.

5. Garten Kids : The ‘English mind’ 
pack exclusively covers all the lan-
guage basics to make a child confi-
dent in effective communication. It is 
conducted during the vacation peri-
od.

Success Garten language programmes

Director’s words



The 20th Fox release will be one of the all time hit 
movies, one of the all-time great pictures. It restores 
your faith in movies. If you sit quietly and let it 
take, it may also restore your faith in humanity. 
It does this with infectious wit, with consistent 
gaiety, with simple and realistic spirituality, with 
romance of heartbreak and heartmend. This is set 
against the most beautiful scenery you have seen 
in your life. The Sound of Music is quite a picture.

Author : 
Plot summary
Maria, an aspiring nun, is sent as a governess to 
take care of seven motherless children. Soon her 

jovial and loving nature tames their hearts and the 
children become fond of her.
Release date : 1 April 1965 (USA)
Director : Robert Wise
Story by : Maria von Trapp, Howard 

Lindsay, Russel Crouse
Screenplay : Ernest Lehman, George 

Hurdalek
Adapted from : The Sound of Music, The Story 

of the Trapp Family Singers

1. Basic doubt clearance
1. suit Vs suite
‘suit’ is pronounced /su:t/, repre-
senting a set of clothes.
‘suite’ is pronounced the same way 
we pronounce ‘sweet’, representing 
a set of connected rooms, especially 
in a hotel.
The actor wearing a suit was inter-
viewed in his hotel suite.

2. Alphabetical Antics
(i) Tricky words:

What is common in ‘accommo-
dation, football, occurrence and 
‘embarrass’?

All the words contain two sets of 
repeated letters.

(ii) Spelling antics?

Feel the tricky world of ‘th’ based 
words by interchanging ‘o,u, r’ letters

though, through, thought, 
thorough

‘Pride and prejudice’, romantic novel by 
Jane Austen, published anonymously in three 
volumes in 1813. A classic of English literature, 
written with incisive wit and superb character 
delineation, it centres on the burgeoning 
relationship between Elizabeth Bennet, the 
daughter of a country gentleman, and Fitzwilliam 
Darcy, a rich aristocratic landowner. 

Mr. Bennet, owner of the Longbourn 
estate in Hertfordshire, has five daughters, but 
his property is entailed and can only be passed 
to a male heir. His wife also lacks an inheritance, 
so his family faces becoming poor upon his 
death. Thus, it is imperative that at least one of 
the girls marry well to support the others, which 
is a motivation that drives the plot.
The famous first line of Jane Austen’s Pride and 
Prejudice goes like this: “It is a truth universally 
acknowledged that a single man in possession of 
a good fortune must be in want of a wife?”
Author : Jane Austen
Characters : Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy, 

Elizabeth Bennet, 
Genres : Fiction, Romance 

novel, Novel 
of manners, 
Satire

The Nobel Prize in 
Literature 1902 was awarded 
to Christian Matthias Theodor 
Mommsen (German) -the 
greatest master of the art of 
historical writing, with special 
reference to his monumental 
work, ‘A history of Rome’.

Theodor Mommsen came 
from the Duchy of Schleswig, 

which, at his birth, was part of Denmark. After 
his studies he became professor of Roman 
history in Berlin. He was also politically active.

During the upheavals of 1848, he supported a 
constitutional reform, and later he was active in 
the nationalist liberalism movement. He stood for 
an inclusive nationalism and was an outspoken 
opponent of anti-Semitism. At the same time, 
he supported a strong German nation and felt 
the Slavic countries to the east were a threat.

Theodor Mommsen was trained in both history 
and law, and this combination was important for 
his research career. His Nobel Prize was motivated 
primarily by his pioneering three-volume work 
about Roman history, Römische Geschichte. It 
depicted different aspects of the Roman Republic’s 
history: political, legal, economic, cultural and even 
geographical and meteorological. His writing was 
vivid and empathetic, and it was for these literary 
qualities that he was awarded the Nobel Prize.

Introducing the Nobel
laureates in literature :

‘Pride and Prejudice’

Ever since I stumbled upon the teaching profession 
by chance but continue to stay on by choice, I have 

gathered a wealth of many precious experiences that have 
served to create an identity which I consider as the cul-
mination of years of search to define myself. Today I feel 
happy finding a little difference in the lives of those I in-
teract with, by making them aware of who they are and 
what they are capable of.  The process of engaging the 
young minds in an educational scenario has been a con-
tinuous learning experience for me, owing to the same I 
consider myself also in a growing process. The journey so 
far has been eventful with mesmerizing highs and stifling 
pains, disappointment, vexation and satisfaction but alto-
gether an enriching and rewarding experience.

There are different pedagogical approaches and tools fa-
voured and used extensively for different learning expe-
riences. The entire teaching learning process in the light 
of technological revolution and information explosion 
the world has witnessed a tremendous change. The role 
of a teacher is no longer an imparter of knowledge but 
as a facilitator of learning. Students are no longer the 
‘wet clay’ to be moulded into the desired shapes. They 
come equipped with a better understanding of the world 

around them and multiple sources of information avail-
able to them. Internet explorers can quench their curios-
ity. In keeping with the changing times, the educational 
process has to be tuned to meet the requirements of the 
new generation.

My entry to this temple of learning was quite accidental. 
Being an ardent lover of English language the motto of 
SUCCESS GARTEN – ‘Freedom Through Language’ cap-
tured my attention quite often when I passed by the road 
to this town Thiruvambady. I believe that destiny brought 
me here, giving immense opportunities to relearn and 
grow. I can say that every new piece of information is a 
source of new knowledge in learning which in turn offers 
an added advantage in enhancing the level of our con-
fidence. To become the master of the English language 
is a difficult task but it’s amazing to see the tremendous 
efforts taken by the institution for fulfilling the dreams 
and aspirations of students who come in pursuit of this 
noble aim. I feel proud to be part of this saga of learning 
which reminds me that the limits of my language are the 
limits of my world. To accomplish the same I have many 
more miles to go.

Deepa K.C.

SUCCESS
S T O R I E S

BEING AN EDUCATOR



“Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced”, 
why did I quote the words of John Keats here? 
Well, I cannot portray the real me today without 
touching the base on which I was founded. I’m 
talking about the place I got trained and the per-
son who found the linguistic skills in me. If I had 
not experienced the same back in 2016, I would 

not have lived the life today. I am Jimil Thomas 
and I’ve been living in Canada since 2017. It’s a 
great honour that I belong to the Ruby Club of 
Success Garten (IELTS 8 : L- 8.5, R- 8, W-7 & S- 
7.5 ) and I am grateful beyond words for what you 
have done dear Chintu M. Raju and team SG.

Jimil Thomas

Wife: (standing in front of a mirror)
I am fat, old, wrinkled and no longer pretty.
Will you still give me a compliment?
Husband: Your eyesight is still excellent!

Are you a language
enthusiast ?

Language games:
(A) Can you frame meaningful sentences 

hidden in the given ‘anagrams’
 owcs vegi ikml
 inhkt liwsey
(B) Idiom challenge?
 Find out the meaning of the following 

idioms
 (i) difficult to understand
 (ii) guess at the real meaning
 (iii) favourite person
 a. apple of one’s eye
 b. Greek to me

 c. read between the lines
(C) Word quest
 Does collecting new words make you 

crazy? Check the following letter com-
bo to upgrade your present vocabulary.

a. reticent
 (i) silent (ii) expensive (iii) virtuous
b.  laconic
 (i) bankrupt (ii) charitable (iii) using 

minimum words
c. acquiescent
 (i) fragrant (ii) connected with water 

(iii) obedient

‘Nobody can teach you a language, but 
you can learn it.’

This statement highlights the need to show 
personal interest in developing one’s language. 
Since nobody is a born language user, the expo-
sure in a particular language one has got is very 
crucial in deciding the growth in that language.

Now comes the most essential aspect of 
a language. The software part of a language is 

grammar whereas the hardware side is commu-
nication. The more we invest on grammar, the 
more reflections can happen in our communi-
cation. In order to polish the spoken version of 
English language, the pronunciation must be 
properly understood. This can be achieved by 
knowing more about the sounds in English lan-
guage.

Sound familiarisation :
Phlegm : It is pronounced ‘flem’

correct : It is pronounced kerect ( rhymes 
with check ) 

apex : It is pronounced ‘ei(rhymes with 
‘date’)peks’

bomb : It is pronounced ‘bom’ (rhymes 
with ‘mom’ -usually, in ‘mb’ 
combination ‘b’ will be silent – 
not in all cases, check the word 
‘number’)

Conversational practice
Dear language lover, the following extract is a piece of communication 

between two imaginary characters – ‘Yomol’ and ‘Backu’.  What you are supposed to 
do is to replace them with your family members/ beloved people and speak aloud 
the respective roles.
Yomol : Good evening dear…how are you?
Backu : Good evening….I am at my best!
Yomol : Sounds great! Have you read our first edition of ‘Gartien Tweet’?
Backu : I am afraid, I missed it.
Yomol : No worries, I will give you a copy.
Backu : Thank you, Yomol. By the bye, have you gone through it thoroughly’?
Yomol : How can I miss even a section of it? It is really a feast for a language lover.
Backu : You really love it, don’t you?
Yomol : Yes, I must love it. It is a matter of survival also.
Backu : Sure, I want you to be my perfect language companion.
Yomol : Why not, dear!

Scan this QR code
to get the answers

How can I improve my English language?
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LIJO JOSEPH
NILAMBUR

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

MIDHUN MATHEW JACOB
NILAMBUR

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

ANUMOL THOMAS
KOODARANJI

L-B,R-B, W-B, S-B

RAMZEENA M.
PALAKKAD

L-B,R-B,W-B,S-B

Garten OET – MEDICINE

DR KARTHIKA R. 
ALAPPUZHA

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

DR HABEEB REHMAN
VADAKARA

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

DR ALEX PAUL
KARUVARAKUNDU
L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

DR NAVEEN PRAKASH P. K.
CALICUT

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

Garten OET – PHARMACY 

FEBIT K. SAJI
PULPALLY

L-8, R-8.5, W-7.5, S-7

PRIYANKA PAULOSE
THIRUVAMBADY
 L-8, R-9, W-7, S-7

ABEL SAM
NILAMBUR

L-9, R-9, W-7, S-7.5

NAYANA THOMAS
KOORACHUND

L-8, R-9, W-7, S-7

SATHWIK JAIN
PUTHADI

L-8.5, R-7.5, W-7.5, S-7.5

ARUN RAJ
KANNUR

L-8.5, R-8.5, W-7,S-7

MELNA SUNNY
CHEMBERI

L-8.5,R-9, W-7, S-7.5

RIYA LOUIS
CALICUT

L-9, R-8, W-7, S-8

ANAIN SHAMS
KODUVALLY

L-8.5, R-9, W-7, S-7

RESHMA JACOB
CALICUT

L-9, R-9, W-7.5, S-7

WASIM IBRAHIM
MEPPADI

L-8.5, R-9, W-7, S-7.5

DR CARMEL MARY AUGUSTINE
KOOMBARA, 

L-8.5, R-8.5, W-7.5, S-7.5

JIBIN CLEMENT
MANANTHAVADY

L-B, R-B, W-C+, S-B

JINSHA SEBASTIAN
VAZHIKADAV

L-B, R-B, W-C+, S-B

SMITHU MARIA  DOMINIC
KANNUR

L-B, R-B, W-C+, S-B

VIJIN T.V.
VADAKARA

L-B, R-B, W-C+, S-B

AKSHARA JOHN
KALPETTA

L-B,R-B, W-C+, S-B

AMALA JOHNEY
VYTHIRI

L-B, R-B,W-C+, S-B

ANJU ELIZABETH
MANANTHAVADY

L-B, R-B, W-C+, S-B

JEENA V. J.
KAITHAPOYIL

L-B, R-B, W-C+,S-BUK 
CLUB

ANCILIN MARIYA JOY
VALILLAPUZHA

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

SUSMITHA FRANCIS
KOOMBARA

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

ANSILA C.C
 PUDUPPADI

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

DONA SAMSON
NILAMBUR

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

SREELAYA PARAMESWARAN
KADALUNDI

L-B,R-B, W-B, S-B

DAYANA ANTONY
CHERUKATTOR

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

ASHA ANNA ISSAC
THIRUVAMBADY

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

AMRUTHA M.BIJU
KAKKADAMPOYIL
L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

BIBISHA BABY
ERNAKULAM

L-A, R-A, W-B,S-B

ANCHU T. THANKACHAN
THIRUVAMBADY

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

BINCY THOMAS
KODENCHERY
L-B,L-B,W-B,S-B

RALDIN GEORGE
VENAPPARA

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

STEFFY SAJU
THIRUVAMBADY

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

SOPHIA JANET
MAVOOR

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

BLESSY ELIZABETH GEORGE
THIRUVAMBADY

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

LINTO CLARIS SAVIO
THIRUVAMBADY

L-B, R-B, W-B, S-B

PERFECT 
B CLUB : 

Garten OET NURSING 

Great results of the various language products of Success Garten
Garten IELTS

Garten OET

AMRITA AGNES
THRISSUR

L9, R9, W7.5, S8.5

ASWIN L. 
NILAMBUR

L9, R9, W7, S8

Dr ABDUL SALAM 
PATTAMBI

L9, R9, W7, S8

MARINA JOSE 
PULLURAMPARA
L8.5, R9, W7.5, S8

MABLE BABY
PUNNACKAL   

L8.5, R9, W7.5, S8

SOPHIA JOSEPH
GUDALUR 

L8.5, R9, W8, S8

ANN MARY
KOORACHUND 

L9, R9, W7.5, S7.5

Dr DAVIS SHA
THAMARASSERY

L9, R9, W8, S7

GARTEN PEARL : IELTS 8.5 Club

GARTEN RUBY : IELTS 8 club (2022 scorers only)

AMRUTHA JOSHY
ALAKODE

L-B,R-C+,W-B,S-B

CHINJU BABY
KOODERANJI

 L-B, R-C+, W-B, S-B

AISWARYA JOY
KOOMBARA

L-B, R-C+,W-B, S-B

STEPHY JOHNSON
NILAMBUR

L-B, R-C+, W-B, S-B

IRELAND
CLUB


